A variational quantum mechanical protocol is presented for the computation of rovibrational energy levels of semirigid molecules using discrete variable representation of the Eckart−Watson Hamiltonian, a complete, "exact" inclusion of the potential energy surface, and selection of a vibrational subspace. Molecular symmetry is exploited via a symmetry-adapted Lanczos algorithm. Besides symmetry labels, zeroth-order rigid-rotor and harmonic-oscillator quantum numbers are employed to characterize the computed rovibrational states. Using the computational molecular spectroscopy algorithm presented, a large number of rovibrational states, up to J = 50, of the ground electronic state of the parent isotopologue of ketene, H 2 12 C= 12 C= 16 O, were computed and characterized. Based on 12 references, altogether 3982 measured and assigned rovibrational transitions of H 2 12 C= 12 C= 16 O have been collected, from which 3194 were validated. These transitions form two spectroscopic networks (SN). The ortho and the para SNs contain 2489 and 705 validated transitions and 1251 and 471 validated energy levels, respectively. The computed energy levels are compared with energy levels obtained, up to J = 41, via an inversion protocol based on this collection of validated measured rovibrational transitions. The accurate inverted energy levels allow new assignments to be proposed. Some regularities and irregularities in the rovibrational spectrum of ketene are elucidated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Up to a few years ago, the five-atomic ketene molecule was too large for an adequate determination of its rotational-vibrational spectrum via a variational quantum mechanical treatment employing an exact kinetic energy operator. It used to be possible to simulate high-resolution spectra of molecules of this size and larger only by the standard techniques of computational molecular spectroscopy, [1] [2] [3] utilizing low-order perturbative approaches based on the Eckart−Watson (EW) (Refs. [4] [5] [6] Hamiltonians. These perturbative approaches result in approximate, effective Hamiltonians chosen with some arbitrariness through well-established and time-proven protocols. These empirical Hamiltonians have usually a relatively large number of fitting parameters to account for the required details of the measured spectra. This state of affairs proved to be quite unsatisfactory when the aim was to understand the low-and high-resolution molecular spectra of ketene isotopologues studied experimentally from the microwave to the infrared. The reason for the difficulties encountered is that these spectra exhibit several peculiar features resulting from the form of the associated ground electronic state potential energy surface (PES) of ketene. These spectroscopic features, troublesome in a perturbational and empirical Hamiltonian approach though not in a variational one, have been summarized nicely by East et al., 44 who performed one of the most careful ab initio studies of the spectral features of ketene, based on a quartic force field representation 46 of the PES and the traditional vibrational perturbation theory carried out to second order (VPT2). 3, [47] [48] [49] [50] The ketene molecule, H 2 C=C=O, has an equilibrium structure of C 2v point-group symmetry in its electronic ground state (GS). It is a planar, semirigid asymmetric-top molecule, with a very large A rotational constant. As its Rayasymmetry parameter, 51 κ = −0.997, suggests ketene is a near-prolate rotor. This determines the basic characteristics of the pure rotational and rotational-vibrational spectra of the ketene molecule. The principal axis a of the ketene molecule is oriented along the line of heavy atoms, while the c axis is perpendicular to the molecular plane. Thus, the dipole moment vector of ketene coincides with the a axis. Some of the complexities in the lower end of the high-resolution infrared spectrum of the parent ketene isotopologue arise because its three lowest fundamental vibrations [ν 5 (B 1 ) ≈ 587, ν 6 (B 1 ) ≈ 526, and ν 9 (B 2 ) ≈ 439 cm −1 in the Mulliken notation 52 ] cluster in the narrow 430-590 cm −1 window. The next two fundamentals [ν 4 (A 1 ) ≈ 1116 and ν 8 (B 2 ) ≈ 977 cm −1 ] occur again next to each other at about twice the frequency of the three bends (for the full set of fundamental vibrations of ketene, except the two C-H stretching modes not investigated here, and the approximate motions involved, see Table III below). Complications also arise from the fact that there is a C 2v to C s bifurcation on the ground-state PES of ketene, marking the advent of the out-of-plane bent (C s I ) dissociation path when the C=C bond is elongated by just about 0.15 Å over its equilibrium value. 45 Furthermore, as the clustering of the fundamentals suggests, there are a number of vibrational (Fermi and Darling-Dennison) and rovibrational (Coriolis) resonances in different regions of the spectrum of ketene, occasionally causing localized level crossings distorting the rotational structures of some of the bands. A relevant example concerns the bands 3 1 ≡ ν 3 and 8 1 9 1 ≡ (ν 8 + ν 9 ). 35 Understanding the various resonances, detecting and assigning their spectral signatures, including irregular subband origins and unusual isotopic frequency shifts, and treating them with perturbative theoretical techniques meant that spectroscopists encountered severe difficulties while working on the measured spectra of ketene isotopologues and thus had to leave a considerable number of spectral features unassigned even at the low energies considered. Still, as "the rich history of infrared and microwave studies of the ketene molecule is a microcosm of the development of modern spectroscopy," 44 one can find a large number of studies employing perturbational techniques for the interpretation of the spectra of the ketene isotopologues. These studies were based on the original, in retrospect seemingly optimistic promise, that the spectrum of ketene "is difficult enough to be interesting but perhaps simple enough to be precisely analyzed." 12 For example, a partial assignment of the coarse rotational structures of the four fundamentals below 1000 cm −1 (ν 5 , ν 6 , ν 8 , and ν 9 ) and analysis of the large first-order a-axis Coriolis perturbations is given in Refs. 23 and 32 . An approach to the effective rotational constants to fit highly resolved J lines in the low-lying vibrational bands of ketene was reported in Ref. 42 . In further studies of the vibration-rotation spectra of ketene, the accurate ground-state combination differences generated from ground-state rotational constants proved to be very useful. 39 During interpretation of almost all of the experimental studies resonances cause considerable difficulties, vibrational anharmonicity from spectroscopic analyses is known only to a limited extent even today. The different resonances have been theoretically analyzed by East et al. 44 pointing out many still existing difficulties with their interpretation and the scarcity of high-resolution studies of overtones and combination levels in several ketene isotopologues.
The most practical way out of the messy situation concerning the spectroscopy of ketene is to employ variational nuclear motion techniques. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge no variational studies, except that including our own preliminary results, 53 devoid of resonance problems have been reported for the spectra of ketene.
Apart from its spectroscopic significance, ketene as a model molecule has been serving as a testing ground for molecular structure determination methods, 16, 25, 28, 38, 44 molecular force-field 16, 27, 31, 44 and PES computations and refinements, 45, 54 kinetic energy operator determinations, 55 and the elucidation of details of unimolecular reaction rate theories. 45, [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] Detailed knowledge of the rotational characteristics of low-excitation vibrational bands has importance for model theories of molecular dissociation. Despite the large number of studies, ketene remains an intriguing molecule whose internal vibrational dynamics at excited vibrational levels is still essentially unknown. A step in this direction is provided by the present investigation. It is well known that neither experiments nor firstprinciples (variational) computations can determine accurately in themselves the complete rotational-vibrational spectrum of small molecules even in a given region (say the infrared). 61 Experiments provide accurate but extremely limited line and level information, 62, 63 while computations, due to the usually limited accuracy of the PESs, [64] [65] [66] are unable to reach spectroscopic accuracy for all but the smallest systems.
It seems to us that the most practical approach to overcome most of the difficulties associated with the accuracy of the quantum mechanical approach and to gain an improved understanding of molecular spectra is to complement variational computation of the spectrum with a Hamiltonian-free, active information system approach. 61, 67 This requires building two databases linked together through a unique, but otherwise arbitrary, assignment and an inversion scheme. One of the databases contains the energy levels and the other the related transitions. Actually, this approach has a further advantage as through it one can take advantage of the strengths of the two main sources of spectroscopic information. Variational nuclear motion calculations can yield all the energy levels, with detailed assignment, and thus all the possible labeled transitions, though with limited accuracy. Experimental transitions and the energy levels obtained through an appropriately executed inversion procedure, 67, 68 have a much higher accuracy but are limited in number even in the spectroscopically most easily accessible and most studied regions. We do not see any other possible route to a more or less complete understanding of high-resolution spectra of medium-sized molecules than that sketched here and thus advocate the combined use of an active database approach what we call MARVEL, standing for Measured Active Rotational-Vibrational Energy Levels, 67 results from variational rovibrational computations and, of course, experimental information. This combined, three-legged approach is employed here for improving our understanding of the microwave and infrared spectra of the parent isotopologue of ketene. It is noteworthy that the same procedure can be employed almost verbatim for other (semirigid) molecules for which the quantum computations are technically feasible.
To achieve the general goals mentioned, the present study lays the foundation for an efficient variational quantum mechanical treatment of the vibrations and rotations of a molecule of the size of ketene and beyond, employing the Eckart−Watson Hamiltonian and arbitrary PESs. In particular, we present a computational molecular spectroscopy algorithm which allows the variational use of the exact rovibrational Eckart−Watson Hamiltonian, utilization of symmetry during the nuclear motion computations, elucidation of the symmetry features of rotational-vibrational wave functions, assignment of approximate zeroth-order (rigid rotor and harmonic oscillator) quantum numbers to the computed states, and determination of rovibrational states for large J values even for polyatomic systems (Sec. II). In Sec. III, characteristics of the computational procedures employed for the case of ketene are summarized. Section IV details and discusses the results of the variational rovibrational computations. This study collected all the known and assigned experimental rovibrational transitions of the parent isotopologue of ketene available to us followed by the determination of the corresponding rovibrational energy levels via the MARVEL protocol. Section V provides a detailed discussion of these results. In Sec. VI, a few new assignments based on variational (DEWE), active database (MARVEL), and old experimental results are given. The paper ends with a summary of the new results and an outlook how the joint quantum mechanical and active database approach advocated here and employed for the example of ketene could be used in the future for other molecular systems for which the use of standard perturbational techniques proves to be overly difficult.
II. NUCLEAR MOTION COMPUTATIONS
After introducing the Born−Oppenheimer approximation [69] [70] [71] to the rovibronic molecular Hamiltonian and solving the ensuing electronic motion problem, one obtains a PES (Refs. 65 and 66) which governs the motion of the nuclei. In recent papers, 72, 73 some of us proposed a variational first-principles nuclear motion algorithm named DEWE which computes vibrational levels of semirigid molecules with arbitrary PESs employing a single code. Since the detailed description of DEWE can be found in Refs. 72 and 73, only its key features are summarized here which also help to decipher the acronym: (a) DEWE employs a discrete variable representation 74 (D, the usual abbreviation is DVR) for the computation of the Hamiltonian matrix elements; (b) it is built upon the exact Eckart−Watson (EW) Hamiltonians; and (c) it allows for the exact (E) inclusion of an arbitrary potential energy surface. While the original DEWE code was capable to calculate only the pure vibrational levels of a given molecule, the algorithm presented hereby (Secs. II A and II B) enables the computation of rotational-vibrational energy levels for an arbitrary J rotational quantum number, which is a good quantum number in the absence of external fields and hyperfine interactions.
Due to the considerable expense of fully variational nuclear motion computations, it is clearly desirable to exploit molecular symmetry. Hereby a variant of the symmetryadapted Lanczos (SAL) method [75] [76] [77] has been implemented to compute rotational-vibrational energy levels with symmetry labels (Sec. II C). Based on a recent study, 53 it is discussed how the rovibrational states are labeled by traditional approximate rigid-rotor and harmonic oscillator quantum numbers (Sec. II D).
As the aim is the computation of (more or less) complete spectra, one needs to be able to determine highly excited rovibrational energy levels up to high values of the J rotational quantum number, which can be problematic even for fouratomic molecules. By increasing the value of J the size of the Hamiltonian matrix gets quickly very large and its spectrum gets very dense which also results in slower convergence of the iterative Lanczos eigensolver employed to obtain the required energy levels and wave functions within DEWE. This fact inspired us to propose an algorithm which successfully circumvents this problem by employing the direct product of the previously calculated J = 0 wave functions and rotational basis functions for the expansion of the rovibrational wave functions (Secs. II E and II F). This idea is related to a twostep procedure 78 advocated by Sutcliffe and Tennyson.
A. Rotational-vibrational energy levels and wave functions: DEWE During the present study the Eckart-Watson form of the rovibrational molecular Hamiltonian 4 was applied for the variational nuclear motion computations. The EW Hamiltonian has the following well-known form for an N-atomic molecule with a nonlinear reference configuration, expressed in orthogonal rectilinear coordinates,
where α, β = x, y, z. Equation (1) is based on the Eckart embedding 6 of the molecular frame,P k = −i¯∂/∂Q k , where Q k is the kth rectilinear (not necessarily normal) coordinate (k = 1, . . . , 3N − 6),Ĵ x ,Ĵ y , andĴ z are the body-fixed components of the total angular momentum,π α refers to the components of the Coriolis coupling operator, μ αβ stands for the elements of the generalized inverse inertia tensor, andV is the potential energy operator.
The DEWE algorithm utilizes Hermite-DVR basis functions to set up the matrix representations of the operatorsP k , π α , μ αβ , andV . The full set of the necessary matrix elements of the vibrational part of the Hamiltonian is given in a previously published paper on the DEWE program package. 72 In order to set up the matrix representation of theĤ rovibrational Hamiltonian, a suitable rotational basis has to be chosen. To facilitate symmetry considerations and avoid complex rovibrational matrix elements, it is worth combining the simple |J KM symmetric-top eigenfunctions 71, 79 into a more sophisticated basis set. The DEWE algorithm utilizes the orthonormal Wang functions, 71, 79 satisfying both criteria, according to the following order:
The four sets resulting from the use of the Wang functions correspond to the four irreducible representations of the D 2 rotational group, applicable for asymmetric-top molecules. The matrix elements of the operatorsĴ x ,Ĵ y , and J z in the primitive |J KM basis and in the body-fixed frame can be expressed by means of angular momentum algebra. As known, the matrix representations of theĴ αĴβ operators can be given exactly by matrix multiplications of the J α and J β matrices.
After defining the rotational basis set one needs to consider the structure of the rovibrational Hamiltonian matrix,
where the kinetic energy terms are defined by
where E 2J +1 denotes the identity matrix of dimension 2J + 1 and J α , J β + refers to the anticommutator of the matrices J α and J β . In the above equations, the truncated resolution of identity has been inserted amongst the μ αβ ,π α , andπ β operators. As the π α matrices are purely imaginary, it is worth constructing purely imaginary J α matrices, which ensures that all of the
, and π α π β matrices are real, resulting in a real rovibrational Hamiltonian.
B. Iterative eigensolver
The dimension of the rovibrational Hamiltonian equals D(2J + 1), where D is the number of vibrational basis functions. The DEWE algorithm employs the iterative Lanczos method 80, 81 to solve the eigenvalue problem of the Hamiltonian, which needs the evaluation of matrix-vector products. As D grows rapidly with the number of vibrational degrees of freedom, an effective matrix-vector product algorithm has been implemented, which does not need the Hamiltonian of rapidly growing dimension to be stored.
The shift-fold procedure of the family of polynomial spectral transformation techniques 82, 83 was employed during the Lanczos iterations to obtain the lowest eigenstates corresponding to the chosen Hamiltonian. Semi-orthogonality of the Lanczos vectors was maintained by using the periodic reorthogonalization algorithm, 84 whereby every second Lanczos vector is reorthogonalized against all the previous ones. The more sophisticated partial reorthogonalization technique 85, 86 resulted in a similar frequency of reorthogonalization steps as the periodic reorthogonalization, and thus the simpler periodic version was employed. 73 The thick-restart Lanczos method 86, 87 was used to compact the ever-growing Krylov subspace periodically. Character tables of the isomorphic groups C 2v (M) (molecular symmetry group), C 2v (point group), and D 2 (rotation group).
C. The symmetry-adapted Lanczos method
Molecular symmetry can be exploited within the presented framework by adopting the symmetry-adapted Lanczos [75] [76] [77] algorithm. Within this procedure the Lanczos vectors are projected onto the required irreducible representation of the molecular symmetry (MS) group. These projections, carried out during the course of the Lanczos iteration regularly, assure that the Lanczos algorithm will result in energy levels and wave functions of the given irreducible representation. The general implementation of this method for Abelian groups having +1 and −1 characters is summarized below.
Each element of the molecular symmetry group can be constructed as the product of a point-group and a rotationalgroup symmetry element. 71 As the ketene molecule is examined in our current work, we focus on the structure of the C 2v (M) MS group to which ketene belongs. The point group for ketene is C 2v , based on the symmetry of its equilibrium structure, while D 2 is the rotational symmetry group (rotation group) of ketene, an asymmetric top. Table I gives the character tables of the isomorphic C 2v (M), C 2v , and D 2 groups of special relevance for this study.
If the equilibrium structure of ketene is placed into the yz plane and z coincides with the main CCO axis, the following equations relate the C 2v (M) symmetry elements to the C 2v point-group and D 2 rotation-group elements (cf. Table I ):
These relations are needed when the projector onto the ith irreducible representation is constructed by considerinĝ
where G is the molecular symmetry group, h is the order of G, and χ i (Â) is the character of the MS group elementÂ associated with the ith irreducible representation. The effect of P i on the original Lanczos vector x is given by
where x i is the projected Lanczos vector and P i is the matrix representation of theP i projector in the rovibrational basis.
As the current implementation applies only to Abelian groups, having characters +1 and −1, the effect of aB point-group symmetry element on the Q i normal coordinate isB
where Q i forms the basis of the jth irreducible representation and the χ j (B) character refers to the jth irreducible representation. According to Eq. (10), one can deduce the effect ofB on the f n (Q i ) one-dimensional Hermite-DVR vibrational basis functions aŝ
where the f n (Q i ) one-dimensional functions were given the n = −p, . . . , −1, 1, . . . , p or n = −p, . . . , 0, . . . , p indices for 2p even and 2p+1 odd numbers of basis functions, respectively, thus the f n (Q i ) basis functions are enumerated according to the ascending order of the Hermite-DVR grid points. Equation (11) is a direct consequence of the application of Hermite-DVR vibrational basis functions. In light of these equations, the following relation holds:
According to Eq. (12), the matrix representation ofB in the basis of Hermite-DVR functions is either an identity or an anti-diagonal matrix. Since the vibrational basis is constructed as the direct product of one-dimensional Hermite-DVR functions, the matrix representation ofB is the direct product of the related matrices. This operation results in the matrix representation ofB which is a permutation matrix and has the dimension of the direct product vibrational basis. For the construction of the matrix representation of â C rotation-group (D 2 ) symmetry element, it is important to know the symmetry properties of the Wang functions defined by Eq. (2). The Wang-functions are basis functions of the irreducible representations of the Abelian D 2 rotation group. 71 Thus, the matrix representation ofĈ is diagonal and has +1 or −1 in its main diagonal:
where W n ( ) refers to the 2J + 1 Wang functions for a given J, stands for the three rotational coordinates, and χ n (Ĉ) is the character ofĈ in the irreducible representation spanned by W n ( ). According to these arguments, the matrix representation of theÂ =BĈ molecular symmetry group element is given by the direct product of the previously derived matrix representations ofĈ andB. Once the matrix representations of the MS group symmetry elements are available, one can construct the matrix ofP i projectors by taking appropriate linear combinations of theseÂ matrices, see Eq. (8) . As theP i projectors are represented by permutation matrices, an effective matrix-vector multiplication subroutine can be developed for evaluating the necessary x i = P i · x products without having to construct and store the P i matrix explicitly. This scheme does not decrease the size of the Hamiltonian matrix to be treated. Nevertheless, a considerable advantage of SAL is that the eigenvalues to be determined become considerably sparser resulting in an improved convergence of the Lanczos procedure and that symmetry labels are distributed automatically to the computed rovibrational states.
D. Assignment of rovibrational states: NMD and RRD
The normal mode decomposition (NMD) and rigid rotor decomposition (RRD) algorithms 53 were implemented in the DEWE program package in order to facilitate the assignment of zeroth-order harmonic oscillator (HO) and rigid rotor (RR) quantum numbers to the computed variational rovibrational eigenstates.
In the case of the NMD, overlaps between the φ j variational vibrational and the φ HO i harmonic oscillator wave functions are to be computed. The NMD coefficient is defined as
Labeling of the φ i variational vibrational wave functions with approximate HO quantum numbers can be accomplished by finding the dominant NMD coefficient given by Eq. (14). After generating the NMD coefficients and HO quantum numbers, one can move forward to label the variational rotational-vibrational eigenstates with HO and RR quantum numbers. The J rotational quantum number is exact and one of the input parameters of the DEWE program package. Determination of the approximate K a and K c labels necessitates the computation of the ψ i |φ j R k (15) overlaps, where ψ i is a variational rovibrational, φ j a variational vibrational, and R k a rigid rotor wave function. After finding the dominant φ a R b contribution in ψ i , it is straightforward to assign ψ i with the HO labels of φ a and K a and K c labels of R b .
E. Computation of high-J rovibrational states: DEWE-VS
Determination of the large number of rovibrational states associated with large J values is extremely demanding along the traditional procedures (described in Sec. II A). Here we present a technique employing a vibrational subspace (VS), which can be used for the determination of a large number of rovibrational energies and is almost cost free.
The rotational-vibrational Hamiltonian can be partitioned asĤ
is the vibration-only Hamiltonian. After solving thê
vibrational Schrödinger equation and obtaining the φ i vibrational states and the corresponding E i vibrational energy levels, a subset of the φ i functions can be employed as a compact vibrational basis for the rotational-vibrational computations. In order to construct a new and very compact rovibrational basis, consider the direct product of the φ i vibrational states and some R k rotational basis functions for a given J,
The matrix representation ofĤ v is diagonal,
The necessary matrix elements of theπ α and μ αβ operators in the basis of the φ i vibrational states can be deduced based on previously published papers on the DEWE algorithm. 72, 73 There are several choices for defining the 2J + 1 R k rotational basis functions for a given J: (a) simple |J KM functions, (b) Wang functions (see Eq. (2) for their definition), and (c) rigidrotor eigenfunctions. We chose the third option, namely, the 2J + 1 rigid-rotor eigenfunctions computed with equilibrium rotational constants were utilized as a rotational basis, as this choice gives rise to a very straightforward computation of the RRD coefficients. This new contraction-like technique, denoted as DEWE-VS, exhibits the following significant advantages: (a) the vibrational subspace is very compact (it consists of typically the first few hundred VBOs of the molecule), which results in a Hamiltonian of modest size even for high J values; (b) the RRD analysis, which facilitates the labeling of the variationally computed rovibrational states, is especially simple, as the RRD coefficients are equal to the absolute squares of the components of the eigenvectors of the rotational-vibrational Hamiltonian; (c) the vibrational basis functions are automatically symmetry adapted (as they are basis functions of the irreducible representations of the point group), which facilitates the exploitation of molecular symmetry during the computation; (d) once the necessary vibrational matrix elements for the construction of the representation ofT r andT rv have been computed, they can be saved in a file of modest size for later use, which greatly reduces the cost of the further computations; and (e) due to the modest size of the final Hamiltonian one can use direct eigensolvers instead of the iterative Lanczos algorithm; thus, the spectral density of the rovibrational energy levels does not affect the convergence speed of the diagonalization (for larger matrices one can, of course, return to Lanczos techniques). For this study, a parallel eigensolver of the Math Kernel Library 88 was chosen.
F. Symmetry considerations during the VS rotational-vibrational procedure
As in the present application, the new rotationalvibrational procedure of Sec. II E, DEWE-VS, does not utilize the Lanczos eigensolver, an additional algorithm is needed for the symmetry classification of the rotational-vibrational energy levels and wave functions. For Abelian groups having +1 and −1 characters, the symmetry labels can be generated by simple analysis of the rotational-vibrational wave functions expanded in the basis defined by Eq. (19) . This analysis builds upon the following: (a) only Abelian molecular symmetry groups having +1 or −1 characters are considered; (b) the vibrational basis consists of the vibrational states of the molecule which are basis functions of the irreducible representations of the point group; (c) the rotational basis consists of the rigid-rotor eigenfunctions which are basis functions of the irreducible representations of the rotation group (D 2 for asymmetric tops); and (d) symmetry elements of the molecular symmetry group are products of point-group and rotation-group elements (see Sec. II C for a more detailed description). If an arbitraryÂ MS operator is given byÂ
whereB is a point-group (PG) andĈ is a rotation-group (RG) element, the effect ofÂ on a φ i R k basis function is the following:Â
where a, b, and c refer to the irreducible representations of the molecular symmetry, point, and rotation groups, respectively, andB
as all the groups are Abelian. In view of these equations, it is evident that the φ i R k (where i = 1, . . . , n and k = 1, . . . , 2J + 1) functions are basis functions of the onedimensional irreducible representations of the molecular symmetry group. After finding the dominant φ i R k contribution in the variational expansion of the rotational-vibrational wave functions the characters of the irreducible representation spanned by this φ i R k are to be computed for all the conjugacy classes according to Eq. (22) . The symmetry species of a given rovibrational state is obviously the same as that of the dominant φ i R k contribution.
III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

A. Model of the PES
The empirically adjusted ab initio quartic internal coordinate force field of Ref. 44 was employed in this study as a model of the PES of ketene around the equilibrium structure. This simple representation of the ground-state PES of ketene was obtained by East et al. 44 as a result of two cycles of refinements. In the interior cycle A, the harmonic (quadratic) part of the force field was refined by scaling it according to the scaled quantum mechanical force field recipe 89, 90 to harmonized frequencies, obtained via the VPT2 protocol, while keeping the reference (equilibrium) geometry fixed. In the exterior cycle B, corrections to the rotational constants based on lowestorder vibration-rotation interaction constants computed from the actual cubic force field, augmented with small centrifugal distortion and electronic corrections, were applied to the experimental ground-state rotational constants in order to get an improved estimate of the equilibrium molecular structure of ketene. The exterior and interior cycles were repeated until self-consistency was achieved, resulting in a quartic force field which reproduced the available experimental fundamentals within the VPT2 protocol by about 1 cm −1 on average.
In order to make the internal coordinate quartic force field of Ref. 44 optimal for use in variational nuclear motion computations, 91 the simple stretching coordinates were replaced by Simons−Parr−Finlan coordinates. 92 The necessary nonlinear transformations were performed analytically by employing the INTDER2000 program system. [93] [94] [95] The final quartic internal coordinate force field employed in this study is defined in the supplementary material. 96 facilitating reproduction of the results of the present study. Following a considerable number of test computations, the vibrational basis was chosen as follows for the results reported hereby: 6, 8, and 10 basis functions for the four stretching motions, the two highest bends, and the three lowest bends, respectively. The size of the corresponding vibrational Hamiltonian thus became 82 944 000. This basis allowed execution of vibrationonly computations on a personal computer within a few weeks resulting in the lowest 100 eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. 4218 matrix-vector multiplications and 73 restarts were necessary in the Lanczos routine for obtaining these results.
The rotational-vibrational computations were performed in two different ways. First, the DEWE algorithm of Sec. II A was employed up to J = 3 with a vibrational basis of 21 781 872 functions (7 basis functions for the five bends and 6 for the four stretching motions). Second, the procedure of Sec. II E (DEWE-VS) was applied for the computation of rotational-vibrational energy levels up to J = 50 (for a list of rovibrational states corresponding to the first four VBOs, GS, ν 9 = 9 1 , ν 6 = 6 1 , and ν 5 = 5 1 , see supplementary material 96 ). During the DEWE-VS computations, the previously mentioned lowest 100 vibrational wave functions defined the vibrational subspace employed. The NMD and RRD analyses of the computed rovibrational wave functions were performed according to the recipes of Ref. 53 .
C. MARVEL analysis
The MARVEL analysis of the measured rovibrational transitions employed the latest version of the in-house program MARVEL (Ref. 67 ) written in C++.
In order to keep the experimental sources of the measured transitions data employed tractable, each experimental source received a tag (see Table II ). The technical description of the tags is given in the supplementary material. 96 These tags are used throughout this work. Table II contains the intervals characterizing the measured transitions as well as the number of the available (A) and validated (V) transitions present in a given source.
We could not use the several hundred assigned transitions in 87DuFeHaToa, 36 as not the individual transitions but the effective spectroscopic constants deduced from them were reported in the paper. We did, however, employ many previously assigned but so far unpublished high-resolution mid-infrared transitions, 97 which became part of the present work and thus received the tag 11FaMaFuNe (see Table II ). There are many pure rotational transitions reported in the Cologne Database for Molecular Spectroscopy (CDMS), 43 which come from several known sources. 12, 16, 20, 25, 26, 39 Thanks to the kind help of Dr. Müller, maintaining the CDMS, these transitions received their original tag and at the end no explicit reference is made in the MARVEL input to the CDMS. Transitions reported in Ref. 20 are also listed under their original sources in the MARVEL input file.
Due to the symmetry of the molecule, the rotationalvibrational energy levels of ketene form two spectroscopic networks (SN). 98 There are no ortho-para transitions measured.
Since the MARVEL energy levels determined do not have the same dependability (the uncertainties resulting from the least-squares fit cannot always be trusted, especially when the energy level is determined by a single transition), we attached quality classifications to the levels, distributing them into three categories: A (best), B, and C (worst). For details concerning these classifications see the supplementary material.
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IV. VARIATIONAL ROVIBRATIONAL ENERGY LEVELS
A. Vibrational band origins
The vibrational energy levels computed with the DEWE program package are collected in Table III . Since the present quartic force field does not take into account the dissociation path bifurcation occuring on the ground-state PES of ketene at about 4000 cm −1 , we report computed vibrational band origins (VBO) only up to about 2200 cm −1 , i.e., up to the neighborhood of the C=O stretch fundamental 2 1 = ν 2 (A 1 ). The NMD (Ref. 53 ) tables of the parent isotopologue of ketene, close to the same energy cutoff value, are reported in Tables IV-VII for the four irreducible representations of the C 2v point group.
The very strong mixing within some of the vibrational states of ketene is clearly evident from the NMD data of Tables IV-VII. Therefore, the zeroth-order normal-mode labeling given in Table III Fermi resonance behind this result has been noted before, for example, by Duncan et al. 36 The 4 1 = ν 4 (A 1 ) fundamental of parent ketene at 1113 cm −1 also mixes strongly with the 5 1 6
1 combination state at 1169 cm −1 , though for this fundamental the largest NMD coefficient is a much more indicative 61. Nevertheless, here there are also strong Fermi resonance interactions as indicated by the mixing of the ω 4 , 2ω 5 , and (ω 5 + ω 6 ) basis states. The mixing of the 2ω 6 a Rows of variational vibrational wave functions (ψ i ) with energy levels ν i are decomposed in terms of columns of harmonic oscillator (HO) basis states with reference energy levels ω ι . NMD coefficients in percent; energies in cm −1 relative to the corresponding variational or harmonic zero-point vibrational (ZPV) level appearing in row 1 or column 1 of provide considerably different VBOs for this molecule; for example, VPT2 and DEWE differ by a factor of 3 and 2 for the anharmonic corrections to the fundamentals 5 1 and 3 1 , respectively. These large discrepancies should be compared to the ability of the refined quartic force field employed to reproduce measured band origins by an average accuracy of 1 cm −1 based on the VPT2 treatment. 44 This also points to the need of using variational results when refining quartic force fields for molecules exhibiting strong and extensive anharmonic resonances. Another peculiar feature of the computed results is that there is a very large positive anharmonicity for the out-of-plane C=C=O bending fundamental, 6 1 ≡ ν 6 (B 1 ), and its overtones, it is {+31.4, +66.5, +99.4, +123.2} cm −1 for the VBOs {6 1 , 6 2 , 6 3 , 6 4 }, showing some irregularity.
As clear from Table III , the variationally computed VBOs deviate substantially from the experimental MARVEL ones (discussion of the MARVEL levels is given in Sec. V). Since the variational protocol employed uses an exact kinetic energy operator and includes also the complete PES, these discrepancies are the result of slight problems with the empirically adjusted ab initio quartic force field approximation of the PES (Ref. 44) employed in this study. Nevertheless, it is more important to emphasize that the discrepancies are only on the order of a few cm −1 , making all semi-quantitative conclusions of this study about the rovibrational characteristics of the ketene molecule valid.
Of the four vibrational resonance interactions identified in Table IX of Ref. 44 , three and one within the A 1 and B 2 irreducible representations, respectively, the two lower-energy ones can be investigated here: the tetrad (ν 4 , 2ν 5 , 2ν 6 , ν 5 + ν 6 ) at 1100-1200 cm −1 and the diad (ν 3 , ν 8 + ν 9 ) at about 1410 cm −1 . Our NMD analysis presented in Table IV clearly confirms the existence of both resonance schemes.
For the Fermi resonance tetrad, the present variational and the previous VPT2 results 44 show moderate agreement, perhaps somewhat worse than anticipated. For the lower two states (2ν 6 and ν 4 ), the variational and the VPT2 eigenvalues agree well, within 8 cm −1 . We clearly confirm ν 4 to be around 1113 cm −1 . Otherwise, the variational and VPT2 results disagree to some extent. In all cases, the variational wave functions suggest stronger interactions than those indicated in Ref. 44 . Furthermore, for the higher two eigenvalues the disagreement between the two protocols is quite substantial, 23 cm −1 for ψ 11 and 48 cm −1 for ψ 10 . As to the Fermi diad, the variational separation of the two states, 14 cm −1 , is just half as large as the separation computed via VPT2. Furthermore, while the VPT2 interaction between the two states was labeled as "weak," the variational results indicate a rather strong interaction, whereby the NMD coefficients are almost 50:50.
There are other moderate or strong resonance interactions identified by our NMD analysis below a relative energy of about 2100 cm −1 . Most notably, in the A 1 block there is the ψ 38 -ψ 42 
B. Rovibrational energy levels
The ketene molecule is very nearly a prolate symmetric top, with (A 0 , B 0 , C 0 ) rotational constants close to (9.41, 0.34, 0.33) cm −1 , in order. Thus, the pure rotational levels can be approximated very well by the simple expression E (J, K a ) = 0.34J (J + 1) + 9.07K 2 a . Accordingly, a near double degeneracy for all values of K a ≥ 1 can be expected and this is seen in the rovibrational levels in Tables VIII and IX, listing selected variational (DEWE) and active database (MAR-VEL) levels determined as part of this study (the complete Table IX can be found in the supplementary material 96 ). Closing of the doubly degenerate pairs becomes more pronounced when one goes to higher energies and K a values though occasionally perturbations cause deviations from this trend. Figure 1 shows the deviations of the pure rotational DEWE (panel A) and MARVEL (panel B) levels from the rigid-rotor picture, based on the ground-state rotational constants 19 A 0 = 9.409209, B 0 = 0.343370, and C 0 = 0.330737 cm −1 . Both the DEWE and the MARVEL levels show the expected pronounced degeneracy (note, however, that the scales of panels A and B of Fig. 1 are very different) . The DEWE and the MARVEL results also show a clear J-independence and K adependence of the deviations.
The variational differences between the J Ka , J+1−Ka and J Ka , J−Ka pairs are often an order of magnitude smaller than 
a See footnote a of Table V.  b See footnote b of Table IV . The only difference is that the decomposition was extended to the first 69 B 2 HO states in each row. FIG. 1 . Deviations of the variational DEWE and the MARVEL pure rotational energy levels from those levels corresponding to a rigid rotor picture with rotational constants A 0 = 9.409209, B 0 = 0.343370, and C 0 = 0.330737 cm −1 . Squares, circles, and triangles correspond to J = 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
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Spectroscopy of ketene J. Chem. Phys. 135, 094307 (2011) TABLE VIII. Active database (MARVEL) and variational quantum mechanical (DEWE) rotational-vibrational energy levels (cm −1 ) for J = 1-3 for H 2 12 C= 12 C= 16 O in order of increasing J and energy for the vibrational states GS, 9 1 ≡ ν 9 , 6 1 ≡ ν 6 , and 5 1 ≡ ν 5 , with asymmetric-top rotational labels (J K a K c ), symmetry (S) information, and MARVEL classification (Class., see text for details) and uncertainties (U, 10 −6 cm −1 ). The DEWE-VS-DEWE deviations ( , cm −1 ) are reported under DEWE, in parentheses. The size of the vibrational basis for the DEWE computations is 10 × 10 × 10 × 8 × 8 × 6 × 6 × 6 × 6, that is 8 × 10 7 , while that of the DEWE-VS computations is 10 2 . 96 ). This is most likely due to deficiencies of the force field used as a model of the PES of ketene.
Since this is the first time we use the vibrational subspace reduction technique, it is worth comparing the energies obtained from a computation with the complete vibrational space of size 8 × 10 7 (DEWE in Table VIII , see also Sec. II A), performed up to J = 3, to those obtained with a reduced vibrational space of dimension 10 2 , constructed according to Sec. II E (DEWE-VS in Tables VIII and IX) . In spite of the 10 6 -fold reduction of the size of the rovibrational basis and the corresponding reduction in storage and other resources required to perform the computations, the overall agreement of the first few hundred rovibrational states is better than 1 cm −1 . Thus, the error introduced due to this sophisticated truncation of the vibrational space is less than the uncertainty of the underlying PES. The accuracy of the rovibrational energy levels obtained within the DEWE-VS protocol could easily be increased further by including more vibrational eigenstates in the computation. This would preferentially include all the fundamentals of the molecule and all states in between. Naturally, by increasing the size of the vibrational subspace in the second stage of the rovibrational computation, the rovibrational limit corresponding to the complete set of the original primitive vibrational basis functions is approached.
V. MARVEL ENERGY LEVELS
In order to improve our understanding of the measured spectra and validate the experimental assignments proposed for ketene, we analyzed simultaneously all the experimental line information available to us, 9, 12, 13, 15, 19, 24, 25, 40 indicated in Table II . The MARVEL protocol employed for this purpose proved to be successful for a similar analysis of the rovibrational states of several water isotopologues. [61] [62] [63] 67 During the present study, we utilized altogether 3982 measured and assigned rovibrational transitions of H 2 12 C= 12 C= 16 O. Due to nuclear spin symmetry, these transitions form part of two main SNs, ortho and para. The selection rules governing the transitions are given in the supplementary material. 96 We had two main difficulties with the measured data. First, in many of the original publications the uncertainties of the measured transitions were not given explicitly. Therefore, we had to assign reasonable uncertainties to several transitions based on the best available information deduced from the original sources. This, however, is not a serious problem as MARVEL adjusts, via robust reweighting, the uncertainties attached to the transitions until self-consistency within the database is achieved. Second, as almost always happens with measured transitions, some of them are not part of the main networks but are part of floating spectroscopic networks (FSNs) or are themselves orphans. Since orphan energy levels and those taking part in FSNs cannot be validated, only 3194 transitions could be validated in this work. Transitions which could not be validated are indicated in Table II source by source.
The ortho and the para SNs contain 2489 and 705 observed transitions and 1251 and 471 MARVEL energy levels, respectively. The MARVEL energy levels of A and B quality go up to J = 39 for the vibrational ground state and up to J = 8 for the other states. Most highly excited rotational and rovibrational energy levels take part in only a single measured transition. Thus, their accuracy remains uncertain even after the MARVEL validation procedure.
Due to the sparsity of measurements for parent ketene, there are relatively few energy levels of A quality for all but the ground vibrational state (cf . Tables VIII and IX) . Thus, since in Tables VIII and IX only MARVEL levels of A and B quality are given, for the excited vibrational states there are plenty of missing levels under the heading MARVEL. The computed levels of C quality should be handled with special care: they may be inaccurate as they are determined by insufficient experimental information, by just a single measured and assigned transition. Thus, though they are given in the supplementary material, 96 they should be used only with caution. Figure 2 presents a comparison of absolute differences, given on a semi-logarithmic scale and as a function of the energy of the levels, between the pure rotational MARVEL energy levels of this study and those reported in the CDMS database 43 and determined via an effective Hamiltonian based on fitted spectroscopic parameters. Note that energy values having K a larger than 5 are missing from the figure as no validated experimental data, and thus no MARVEL energy levels, are available for them. The figure clearly shows deviations between the two sets of results. Since the MARVEL energy levels involved in creation of the figure are not only of A and B quality, it cannot be concluded that they present better representation for these levels. Only further experimental studies and a new list of relevant assigned transitions would be able to solve this problem.
VI. NEW ASSIGNMENTS
The apodized resolution in the mid-infrared high resolution IR gas-phase spectra 97 was ∼0.004 cm −1 , and the relative frequency calibration accuracy was better than 0.001 cm −1 as determined by comparison with extensive, known ground state combination differences (CD). 37 The absolute wavenumbers have errors smaller than the apodized resolution, a conservative estimate is 0.001 cm −1 . These spectra contain several thousand lines, and a sizeable proportion of these are difficult to assign using ground-state CDs, partly because of their low intensity or location in very congested spectral areas, and partly as combination differences require additional transitions involving some of the levels that are also involved in the transitions to be assigned. (The method of combination differences makes use of the fact that some transitions share a common level). In addition, there are localized resonances in the spectra that perturb regularity. Thus, there is a great need of an independently determined set of rotationvibration energy levels to facilitate line identification. Such levels of high quality have been obtained in this work using the MARVEL technique validated via the variational nuclear motion DEWE-VS results. The complete list of MARVEL energy levels is presented in the supplementary material. 96 The presently available energy levels allow a host of new assignments relative to those obtained in previous works. [21] [22] [23] Note also that the vibration-rotation transitions used in Refs. 22 and 23 were not published there explicitly.
We have searched the FTIR spectra 97 of ketene for regions that had previously not been analyzed by the usual CD methods and thus were not used in perturbation calculations by least-squares fits. In what follows two specific series are given involving lines of rotational-vibrational branches of two fundamentals. In subsequent work, we shall publish a greater number of new spectral assignments for other, so-far not analyzed vibration-rotation transitions for the ketene molecule. The specific examples of newly assigned sets of transitions are given in Table X , which convincingly show the great utility of experimental-quality MARVEL energy levels to make progress in assigning a high-resolution spectrum.
The first branch is the r R 1 (J) series of the ν 5 ≡ 5 1 vibrational fundamental that extends from 621.24 to 627.75 cm
for lines involving lower state J = 2 up to J = 11 (10 lines). The assignment of this clearly visible series was not attempted earlier due to lack of CD transition partners. These lines occur in a medium congested region but are clearly indentifiable due to their narrow profiles and no lines in their close neighbourhood. The differences between the MARVEL and experimental lines are nowhere greater than a couple of times 10 −4 cm −1 ; thus, the line identifications are unique. (Note also that although we give in Table X a comparison for all (6) 624.0602 (20) 624.0600 (2) 623.0603 r R 1 (7) 624.7835 (20) 624.7836(2) 624.7838 r R 1 (8) 625.5141 (20) 625.5150(4) 625.5143 r R 1 (9) 626.2517 (20) 626.2519(4) 626.2518 r R 1 (10) 626.9962 (20) 626.9962(4) 626.9962 r R 1 (11) 627.7478 ( assignments using standard spectroscopic techniques based on series regularity for all unperturbed lines in the series having sufficient intensity and no line blending.)
The next series is the p R 1 (J) branch of the fundamental vibration ν 8 ≡ 8
1 . This branch is located between 972.78 and 978.87 cm −1 and contains clearly resolved rotational features, characterized with J values ranging from 5 to 13. Three new lines have been assigned and all show outstanding agreement with the MARVEL predicted transitions. Other members of this series (J = 5-13) have been identified before and were included in the MARVEL analysis.
Based on the demonstrated success of MARVEL-based assignment of the infrared spectrum of ketene, we plan to publish a large number of new spectral assignments for many other, so far not analyzed vibration-rotation transitions in a subsequent work.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
A joint computational and empirical high-resolution molecular spectroscopy protocol is designed, implemented, and advocated for a systematic and detailed understanding of the internal dynamics of medium-sized semi-rigid molecules. This incorporates earlier work on the variational computation of vibrational energy levels and wave functions using the exact Eckart-Watson kinetic energy operator (DEWE), 72, 73 the computation and analysis of rovibrational energy levels (via the normal-mode decomposition (NMD) and rigidrotor decomposition (RRD) protocols yielding zeroth-order quantum numbers to characterize the levels), 53 as well as a Hamiltonian-free line-inversion protocol (MARVEL) (Ref. 67 ) developed for a systematic construction of empirical energy levels and transitions ordered in a SN. 98 In order to employ the protocol for the detailed understanding of the notoriously complex high-resolution spectrum of the parent isotopologue of the 5-atomic ketene molecule, the test molecule of this study, further developments of the variational algorithms were necessary.
First, the DEWE program package 72, 73 was extended with the efficient, full-dimensional variational computation of rovibrational energy levels. Second, the symmetry-adapted Lanczos algorithm was expanded to the case of Abelian molecular symmetry groups with characters +1 and −1 in order to allow symmetry-selected computation of not only the vibrational, but also the rovibrational states within the Lanczos procedure. Third, a highly efficient VS reduction method was introduced to reduce the giant vibrational space spanned by the primitive vibrational basis functions and to make rovibrational computations of energy levels and wave functions feasible for high J values accessed by experiments. For example, in the case of ketene, a 10 6 -fold reduction in the size of the vibrational basis was employed which, when the vibrational basis is combined with rigid-rotor eigenfunctions, provided rovibrational energy levels deviating less than 1 cm from the results of a complete vibrational basis computation and resulted in energy levels up to J = 50. Finally, a general symmetry-determination procedure was devised for the characterization of high-J states obtained within the DEWE-VS computation. It is anticipated that the DEWE program package will be employed for a systematic study of the rotationalvibrational spectra of 6-7 atom molecules in the very near future.
The presented variational nuclear motion computations utilized a quartic force field 44 for the representation of the ground-state PES of ketene. The computations resulted in the following conclusions regarding the PES. The variational energy levels obtained clearly indicate that anharmonic force fields adjusted via VPT2 protocols may not have near the same accuracy in a variational treatment as they showed in the simple VPT2 protocol, especially if the spectrum of the molecule is affected by a large number of resonances. This points toward the need to obtain a more accurate representation of the PES of the ketene molecule. There are at least two important reasons why the determination of an accurate semiglobal PES for ketene was not pursued. First, until now there was no code allowing the use of such a PES with an exact kinetic energy operator for the variational computation of the high-lying rovibrational energies and wave functions. Second, there was no comprehensive experimental database containing measured and assigned transitions, which required critical validation and showed the need and the possibility for updates. These are basic requirements to allow the adjustment of a PES of a semirigid molecule. Now that these requirements are fulfilled, it can be expected that development of an accurate PES for the ground electronic state of ketene will be pursued.
As to the spectroscopy of ketene, the present variational study offers several interesting results. The detailed NMD tables obtained identify those vibrational bands, which are greatly affected by resonances and those which are not. It is unclear, for example, based on variational quantum chemical computations alone, whether the 3 1 = ν 3 (A 1 ) fundamental of parent ketene is at 1402 or at 1416 cm −1 . Based on qualitative arguments, we prefer the lower assignment. The clear-cut RRD values allow for an unambiguous assignment of rigidrotor quantum numbers to the great majority of rovibrational states. These should be highly useful in future experimental studies of the ketene molecule.
The collection of known rovibrational transitions analysed in this work via the MARVEL protocol confirms the correctness of a sizeable group of experimental assignments for the parent isotopologue of ketene. The accurate MARVEL energy levels obtained can be used to make a number of new assignments. Two examples are given in this work involving 13 new transitions, 10 for the 5 1 -(J+1) 2,J ← GS-J 1,J branch at about 625 cm −1 and 3 for the 8 1 -(J+1) 0, J+1 ← GS-J 1, J branch at about 975 cm −1 . Based on the availability of a highresolution mid-IR spectrum, the MARVEL energy levels, and the DEWE-VS results, lot more assignments for parent ketene are expected to be made in the near future, and these will be published in a separate paper.
